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1. BACKGROUND & PROCESS
• At the Consultation Forum of December 2020 – two asks:
– Address stakeholder comments on the VA provisions
– Work on targets (create a Subgroup)
• DL for comments given by DG Energy – January 9th
• 120 comments were received directly or through DG Energy from the European
Commission, Germany, Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, France, Etira,
Static Control, ECOS, EEB, ANEC-BEUC and DKWU.
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1. BACKGROUND & PROCESS
• Today we will present:
– Update on VA provisions based on comments received:
• Clarify some comments - misunderstandings
• Address comments where OEMs and/or OEMs & Remans are aligned
• Issues that are NOT mentioned are either still under internal discussions OR are
dependent on the outcome of the targets discussion
– Subgroup on targets
• Kick off meeting
• Objectives
• Timeline for deliverables
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HARDWARE PROVISIONS UPDATE
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2. HW PROPOSAL:
Provision

Stakeholder

Comment

DE, IT, NL, BE,
ECOS

Market coverage assessment
required

OEMs feedback
q
q
q
q

The market coverage of the current VA of hardware/printers DOES NOT
REPRESENT the market coverage of cartridges and containers – it only
represents hardware market share.
The market coverage for hardware/printer of the current VA is confirmed
to be at 97.4% by RINA, the Independent Inspector (sourced from an
independent provider)
The current market for cartridges and containers includes OEMs,
remanufacturers, refillers, new built compatibles/clones and counterfeits.
The market coverage of cartridges and containers – OEMs do not
represent 80%. However, due to the lack of reliable data (also pointed out
in the study commissioned by DG Energy in 2019) OEMs proposed that an
independent researcher could assess the market. However, the
Commission informed us that for the purpose of the market share of the
VA, they will use the market share of the hardware/printers.
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2. HW PROPOSAL:
Provision

Stakeholder

6.1.1

SW

7

ECOS

7.2.1

DE

Comment

OEMs feedback

Tier 1 targets should start at current
Tier 2 (90% OM and 75% TEC)

q

Agree to begin with Tier 2 target, effective after endorsement.

Include provisions to verify
compliance

q

Agree- provisions already included in 7.3.4 and Annex D2

Remove (e.g. glued, welded)

q

Accept
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2. HW PROPOSAL:
Provision

Stakeholder

Comment

OEMs feedback

7.3.1.

DE

(f) Replace 'liquid crystal display' by
'electronic display'

q

Accept

7.4.2

DE

Add "Signatories shall ensure that
these spare parts can be replaced with
the use of commonly available tools
and without permanent damage to the
appliance"

q

Accept and will specify definition of ‘commonly available tools’

7.4.2

DE

(l) replace by control panels including
electronic displays’

q

Accept
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2. HW PROPOSAL:
Provision

Stakeholder

Comment

OEMs feedback

7.4.6.

SW, DK, BE

Revise WUE price point
€ 350 threshold

q

Agree to reduce indicative WUE price threshold to €300

7.4.7

NL

Add 'ink collection unit'

q

Accept

q

Can accept a requirement for longer service life (5yrs for consumer
[7.4.6] and 7yrs for commercial products [7.4.2]) if the requirement is
applicable to new models first placed on the market after XXYYZZ date
(18 months after endorsement of the VA).

q

For currently shipping products service contracts have been signed
and lifetime buys of spare parts have been executed

q

This was recently accepted and included in the revision of the Blue
Angel standard for printing equipment (DE UZ-219)

7.4.2
7.4.6

DE, SW, NL, ECOS Spare parts/repair information/SW
and FW update availability for
longer period of time
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CARTRIDGES PROVISIONS UPDATE
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3. CARTRIDGES PROPOSAL:
Provision

Stakeholder

Exemption
9.2.2. –
related to
anticounterfeit
measures

NL

Exemptions:
9.2.1 and 9.4

Various

OEMs/Remans

Next Step

Agree to delete

Delete in next draft.

Comments acknowledged but OEMs
still need exemptions for the business
models covered.

As stated at CF in December all cartridges (i.e. all business models) will be
subject to targets. Adjustments to the process for managing
remanufacturing solutions/take back of cartridges under exemption 9.2
may result from the target discussions.
Make minor wording changes requested by Germany in next draft.

9.5

Various

Not proposing any significant
amendments at this stage.

We will keep this in review as we develop targets.
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3. CARTRIDGES PROPOSAL:
Provision

Stakeholder

OEMs/Remans

Next Step

9.5
comments on
compliance
mechanism

Static Control

No amendment required.

There is a mechanism to ensure OEM Signatory compliance to 9.5. OEM
signatories must report on their solutions for Paragraph 9.5 to the
Independent Inspector. If they fail to meet the threshold for compliance
then they are in non-compliance with the VA and must rectify the issue
within 6 months. If they fail to rectify the issue they are immediately
excluded from the VA.

9.5

DE

OEM Signatories will publish information
on the numbers of bilateral arrangements
or other solutions entered into without
specifying the names of the Supporting
Signatories.

Develop wording in next draft.

9.5
calculating
compliance and
“no interest”
letters

NL

Agree to propose change.

Propose a change to the compliance calculation so that Supporting
Signatories that provide no interest letters are removed from the
calculation. That removes the risk that a company could rely just on no
interest letters. The OEM Signatory would still need to meet the compliance
threshold in respect of the other Supporting Signatories.
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3. CARTRIDGES PROPOSAL:
Provision

Stakeholder

OEMs/Remans

Next Step

9.10
(80/20%)

EC, IT, BE, SW,
Etira, DKWU,
ECOS, Static
Control

Agree to delete.

Delete in next draft and develop amendments to ensure that all signatories have appropriate
obligations for their cartridges including targets.

Supporting
Signatory
definition
“substantive
operational
establishment”

EC, IT, BE, SW,
Etira, DKWU,
ECOS, Static
Control

Agree to delete.

Same as above. Delete in next draft and develop amendments to ensure that all signatories
have appropriate obligations for their cartridges including targets.

Applications
window for
joining VA

ECOS, Static
Control

Consider
amendments to
address concerns
over details in access
to the VA and
relationship with BAs.

In the CF it was noted that the VA guidance requires that Signatories should be able to join
the VA at any time. The guidance also specifies the format for the Steering Committee which
must include the Signatories and the Commission. We have taken on board the comments
and are discussing solutions and processes taking into account all these concerns.
Considerations should also include:
- If companies join at any time, then Signatories and the Commission need to be able to
meet/agree at any time
- Operational costs of the Independent Inspector and Secretariat
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TARGETS UPDATE
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4. CARTRIDGE TARGETS – PROPOSED MEETING 2 AGENDA
• Kick off meeting – January 15
• DL to agree on targets – April 9th (90 days)
• Attendees: DG Energy, DG Environment, Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and
Portugal
• Ongoing discussions so far:
– Alignment around process – align on key issues and build targets from there
• Objectives
• Identify and prioritize key choice points of target methodology
– Timeline for deliverables
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4. TARGET OBJECTIVES
•

Overall Objective: Improvement in the outcomes from printer cartridges as per the Waste Hierarchy set out in
Article 4 of the Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC: focus of targets is reuse but need to keep wider aspects
of Article 4 in mind.

•

Design Criteria for Targets:
– Increase over time to show continuous improvement.
– Must specify which Signatories have targets and which cartridges the targets apply to.
– All Signatories/group of Signatories can carry out reuse and contribute to goals.
– Data driven, realistic, flexible and ambitious: starting with baseline data – data set to be determined;
consider real market conditions, technical challenges and environmental outcomes; allow for periodic
review and adjustment – targets can be dynamic; data reporting necessary.
– Signatories to take part in data sharing in a way that ensures confidentiality and that allows reuse to be
linked back to the company that placed the cartridge on the market.
– Designed to avoid unwanted side effects such as inflation in the cost of empties driven by the targets.
– Agreed definitions.

1/29/21
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4. CHOICE POINTS
Question: are these the right choice points and are they in the right order?
Choice Point 0: Should targets encompass the entire CE perspective or focus on reuse?
Choice Point 1: What types of cartridges will be included in the targets (i) OEM and NBC, or (ii) OEM, NBC and Reman?
Choice Point 2: Targets for reman placed on the market? Number of reuses and how to account for legitimately recycled (damaged, no
market, etc.) cartridges?
Choice Point 3: Single metric (reuse/place on market) or set of metrics (collection target and reuse/collected)?
Choice Point 4: Track by weight or units?
Choice Point 5: Yearly increasing prescribed goals or establish a long-term goal and apply an asymptotic approach (like Belgium
proposed)?
Choice Point 6: Indicative or Binding or starts as Indicative and converts to Binding over time?
Choice Point 7: Individual Signatory or collective targets?

5. TIMELINE & NEXT STEPS
In addition to the meetings below, weekly EVAP/Reman meetings have been scheduled to work on targets.

•

•
•

MEETING 1

MEETING 2

MEETING 3

MEETING 4

MEETING 5

MEETING 6

MEETING 7

15 Jan

22 Jan

5 Feb

19 Feb

5 March

19 March

2 April

1 hour

Opening
Roundtable: Share
key considerations/
concerns & existing
data (each
participate has 5
mins to speak to
these topics)
Review objectives
Align on path
forward and
meeting timeline

•
•

1 hour

Align and complete
objectives
Define scope:
Identify and
prioritize key choice
points

•

1 hour

Define scope:
Decide choice points

•

1 hour

Define metric:
Propose equations
& data collection

•
•

1 hour

Finalize metric
Draft targets

•
•

1 hour

Alignment on target
values
Draft VA text

TODAY

•

1 hour

Finalize and prepare
for submission to EC

Deadline 9 April
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Thank you
www.eurovaprint.eu
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